Letter to the Editor

Cardiology training in times of COVID-19: Beyond the present

They know enough who know how to learn

Henry Adams

The COVID-19 has uprooted people’s lives in many ways. In India, a strict and prolonged lockdown has made healthcare access difficult during this time. Little has been discussed about the impact of COVID-19 on training of cardiologists.

The residents are faced with many challenges of personal protection and safety, delivering of efficient health services and to fulfill the requirements of research and procedural training. As fellows advance through the hierarchy the education shifts from learning to doing. Several regulatory bodies have issued minimum training requirements to be met before residents can be certified as specialists. However, the recent disruptions caused by COVID-19 created a need to revamp the existing training structure.

We here present an approach for physician training in these times and the ways to improve training efficiency.

1. Impact of COVID-19 on cardiology education

1.1. Training disruption in the current scenario

Since the COVID-19 pandemic has spread all the major hospitals in COVID hotspots have been converted into COVID hospitals and cardiology wards and coronary care units (CCU) have been restructured into COVID wards and COVID ICUs respectively. In the powers under the Epidemic act 1897, the government can draft specialist in its fight against an epidemic in times of need. Cardiology residents have been redeployed in care of COVID patients which is very different form the expected training. Among the many advantages of working in a pandemic, a refresher on the emergency care, experience of working during a pandemic, research into the cardiac manifestation of a new illness, the trade-off however occurs in form of missed cardiology training (Fig. 1).

One recent web based survey from a COVID hotspot has reported redeployment of interventional cardiology fellows to COVID duties. More than two-third believed moderate to severe impact on
fellowship training. More than ninety-five percent fellows believe COVID to have a moderate to severe impact on their training.4

1.2. Impact on cath lab procedures

Elective procedures have been deferred (rightfully) in most tertiary care centres. Emergency procedures have been allowed but there is significant decrease in emergency procedures due to apprehension in seeking emergent care, delayed presentations, thrombolysing in preference to primary PCI and a preference for conservative management.

One EAPCI survey showed reduced cath lab personnel availability, either due to quarantine or deployment to emergency care. More than half reported a complete discontinuation of elective procedures. 89% survey participants reported a reduction in ACS hospitalisation. There was a delay in reperfusion, increased use of fibrinolytics and increased cardiogenic shock and mechanical complications.5

1.3. Procedural experience

In India there limited specialised interventional of fellowship training opportunities, so majority of training occurs during the 3 year DM core cardiology training. In most Indian centres residents sequentially rotates through various units, interventional cardiology cath lab, electrophysiology lab, echo lab and non invasive cardiology. Also, in several institutes residents are admitted every 6 months. So this pandemic has disproportional impact on training of residents, and it needs a strategic and preferential approach to future deployment.

2. Strategies for better resident training

2.1. Personalized and strategic deployment

Training of all residents is not equally affected due to COVID-19. There should be a personal and departmental assessment on the
training received and the need for further training to gain competency. Residents who have missed their procedural training should be preferentially allowed more procedures to gain equity (Fig. 2).

2.2. Simulation based training

Simulation training has existed for some time; it can be a very effective mode of procedure learning in these times. After assessment of specific need of training, it can be used to enhance existing skills or to learn new ones. To achieve dexterity in procedures repeated hands on is required. For TEE various simulation programmes are present and simulation training have been shown to improve real life skills.6,7 Simulation based training for coronary angiography has been shown to reduced procedure time and improvement in technical ability in real life procedures.8,9

In simulation based training for PCI, Voelker et al randomized fellows to either simulation based training (SBT) or traditional lecture. Fellows were tested on a simulator after their training and those who received SBT showed better skills as compared to lecture based training.10

SBT can be most effective in the earlier stages of a resident training or learning a new procedure when there is a high propensity for complications. Advantages are adjustment to one’s own pace in a stress free environment and immediate feedback, improved manual dexterity and insulating patients from the risks during learning phase.11

2.3. Adaptive learning

Customized learning using computerized algorithm can be used to compare and assess individual decision making with real life decision making by experts in the field.11 A form of self teaching and active learning, the fields where the subject does well are deemphasized and more emphasis is placed on fields where a subject performs poorly. Small case based sessions moderated by faculty can also be used. Various decisions made by the examiner can result in different outcomes and the lessons can be taught emphasizing on the adverse outcomes resulting from the decision making.

One study of transesophageal echocardiography (TOE) among anaesthesia residents showed adaptive learning module resulted in improved accuracy and fluency in diagnosing a cardiac abnormality on TOE.12

2.4. Flipped classroom

Studies have shown the use of instructional materials (videos, discussion cases, recorded cases) before a class can be very helpful in learning. Same can be used to gain procedural competence. Reading articles, case discussion and watching a recorded case before performing a real life case has the ability to better engage trainees and helpful in better anticipation of difficulties encountered and avoidance of complications. One study showed better change in quality improvements in residents who underwent a flipped classroom curriculum.13 Video based coaching has been shown to be successful in training surgeons.14 Similar coaching has used with the help of recorded cases of cardiology procedures (corony intervention, transcatheater valve procedures).

One study showed that viewing online videos and engaging in a group discussion is more preferable to traditional didactic classrooms. It has showed better collaboration with colleagues and better ability for problem solving.15 The advances in technology can be used to better deliver contents. Use of webinars and zoom classrooms can be helpful in discussions and content delivery from expert faculty worldwide.

3. Conclusion

COVID-19 has challenged the current training programmes in several ways and there is a need to find solutions to the current problem. It has provided us with opportunity to re-evaluate the existing approaches to training. The widespread digital access has certainly reduced the cost to implement these programmes. The suggested approaches can be helpful for any stage at the career of a cardiologist and a means for life-long learning.
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